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Volatility Continues To Be Hot Whenever The News Reports A Big Story
How Can You Prepare?

Stocks have made a less-than-pleasant round trip this summer. Major indexes entered
a bear market in June, rebounded sharply in July, and are on track to finish flat in
August, returning to where they were three months ago. Because some of the worst-
case-scenario risks have recently diminished, the direc on of travel since the
midsummer lows is jus fied. But strong headwinds to growth will remain, which is
why we continue to expect a more bumpy and prolonged market recovery to the prior
highs. With the Fed's Jackson Hole mee ng marking the last major market event
before the summer ends, here’s a look at what's changed, what hasn't, and what the
evolving conditions may mean for the road ahead.

1.What's changed? Growing signs that the peak in inflation is behind us

The infla onary pressures that the economy is facing appear to be receding
(although student debt forgiveness could make a big impact), which is why the
nega ve outcomes have lessened some since June, helping sen ment improve.
Company surveys and real- me indicators suggest that the supply constraints
are easing, while at the same time demand is weakening.

For example, commodity prices and shipping rates have trended lower over the
past three months, allevia ng some of the price pressures firms face. And the
most recent data from the Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) surveys show that
companies are repor ng improved delivery mes and lower prices paid. As
economic growth has so ened, inventories are rising rela ve to sales, which
should help infla on for consumer goods come down meaningfully over the
coming months. Consistent with the peak-infla on narra ve, both short- and
long-term consumer infla on expecta ons have started to roll over, implying
that the Fed may not need to be too aggressive with rate hikes.

What hasn’t changed? Inflation is far off the Fed's 2% target

The Fed's favorite infla on indicator, the PCE deflator, cooled more than
expected in July, dropping from 6.8% to 6.3% from a year ago. On a
month-over-month basis, the headline index declined for the first me
since April 2020. Yet the core index, which excludes food and energy, at
4.6% is more than double the Fed's 2% target, remaining too high for
comfort.

Infla on for goods will likely con nue to slow as men oned above, but
services infla on, which carries three mes the weight of goods in the
consumer basket, is likely to prove more stubborn. While the housing
market is clearly cooling, rental infla on will be slow-moving on the way
down and wage pressures will remain acute, both sugges ng that it is
too early for the Fed to declare victory. And the path for commodity
prices is highly uncertain as geopolitical risks stay elevated.



2. What's changed? A er reaching its neutral policy rate, the Fed can start to slow
the pace of tightening

Recognizing that policy was behind the curve, officials have hiked aggressively
this year. The series of rate hikes (0.25% in March, 0.5% in May, 0.75% in June,
and 0.75% in July) has brought the fed funds rate to 2.25% - 2.50%, a range that
policymakers consider as neutral – neither s mula ng nor restraining growth. If
the Fed were to stop raising rates now, this would be the fastest ghtening
cycle of the past 40 years, delivering the same magnitude of rate hikes as the
average of the past five Fed cycles, and doing so in just five months vs. the
average of 21 months since 1985.

Undoubtedly, the Fed has more work to do to tame infla on, as Powell
highlighted at Jackson Hole, which is why policy has to turn restric ve and stay
there for a while. But because both infla on and growth appear to be rolling
over, the pace of ghtening can start to slow. Chair Powell did not provide any
clues last week about whether the Fed will hike by 0.5% or 0.75% next month,
which is not surprising, since officials have stated they intend to be more data-
dependent. The upcoming employment and infla on reports will likely play a
crucial role in determining the size of the September hike.

What hasn’t changed? The bar for rate cuts is high

A key reason why the midsummer rebound in stocks has stalled over the
past two weeks is that the market has walked back expecta ons for rate
cuts for the back half of 2023. While the front-loading of rate hikes
removes some pressure on the Fed to act, rates s ll need to rise, and
Powell warned against prematurely loosening policy. A likely scenario is
that the fed funds rate peaks at around 3.75% - 4.00% in the next six
months, consistent with what policymakers projected at the June
mee ng for the end of 2023 (the dot-plot median), and stays there, as
inflation at that point is still above but on the way to the Fed's target.

With rate hikes con nuing and the shrinkage of the Fed's balance sheet
ramping up in September, the 10-year Treasury yield could once again
approach 3.5%, the high reached in mid-June. But like past cycles,
longer-term yields could peak a couple of months before the last Fed
hike.

3. What's changed? Economy is slowing but has stayed more resilient than feared

The economy con nues to slow, as ghter financial condi ons and price
pressures weigh on ac vity. Yet the consumer - the engine of the U.S. economy
- is in decent shape and continues to spend.

The first revision for second-quarter GDP showed a smaller contrac on in the
economy, mostly reflec ng stronger consumer spending. Consump on
expanded 1.5% a er adjus ng for infla on, driven by a 3.6% annualized
increase on services. And personal income rose in July, supported by a ght
labor market. However, some cracks are star ng to appear, as suggested by the
upward trend in jobless claims, as well as the declines in the job openings and
quit rates.

What hasn’t changed? Risks to global growth are elevated

The Fed is clearly not done yet with its ghtening campaign, and the
en re effect of the exis ng rate hikes has not yet been fully felt in the
economy. The Fed's hawkish tone last week highlights that policymakers
won't hesitate to inflict some pain to the economy to get price increases
under control.



Outside of the U.S., recent trends in major world economies imply that
global growth is unlikely to inflect higher any me soon. Amid the
ongoing war in Ukraine, the risk of a complete shutdown of Russian gas
supplies has led European natural gas prices to soar over the past
month, raising the risk of a recession in the region later this year. And
growth in China remains challenged amid the country's property crisis
and zero-COVID-19 policy.

4. What's changed? Earnings es mates have started to adjust lower, a necessary
step of the market's bottoming process

With 95% of the S&P 500 companies having already reported results, the
second-quarter earnings season is coming to an end. Corporate earnings grew
by 8.9% from a year ago, led by strong earnings growth from the energy sector.
Results highlight some resiliency to macroeconomic challenges, but companies
are not immune, as evident by the more cautious guidance provided.

Over the past month the S&P 500 earnings-growth es mates for 2022 have
fallen from 10% to 8.5%, while those for 2023 have declined from 9.5% to 7.7%,
which is direc onally consistent with our expecta ons. Because of strong
pricing power and the rela vely solid financial posi on of households, don’t
expect a deep earnings recession, but there is likely s ll some downside risk in
next year's estimates.

In past market downturns, the initial phase of the decline has been led by a drop
in valua ons, which is then followed but a haircut in analyst es mates. On a
posi ve note, stocks don’t wait for earnings to bo om before rebounding.
Going back to 1948, corporate earnings bottomed four months on average after
the bear-market low was in place. 

What hasn’t changed: Profitability pressures will likely persist

Revenue growth stayed strong last quarter, helped by high infla on.
However, profit margins remained under pressure, declining from last
quarter and from a year ago. The easing in input costs provides some
relief, but the recent spike in unit labor costs and the fall in produc vity
suggest more downside.

(Source: oXYGen & Jones)

Markets For The Week



Earnings Highlights This Week

Snowflake: Shares of the cloud data pla orm provider Snowflake popped more than
17% in extended trading on Wednesday. The company released second-quarter
earnings that beat analysts’ revenue expectations.

Salesforce: Salesforce beat quarterly expecta ons but came up short on guidance for
the current quarter and the full fiscal year. The enterprise so ware maker is raising
prices on Slack a er acquiring the team communica ons app last year. Salesforce said
its board approved $10 billion to use on the company’s first buyback program.
 
Gap: Gap Inc. withdrew its financial outlook for the year a er it swung to a net loss in
its fiscal second quarter. The retailer’s Old Navy chain con nued to struggle with the
wrong mix of sizes and styles. Gap is also still in the midst of finding a new CEO.
 
Peloton: Peloton reported a wider loss in its fiscal fourth quarter as sales declined
and costs mounted. The company, under CEO Barry McCarthy, is carrying out an
aggressive turnaround plan. Peloton did not offer an outlook for its new fiscal year.
 
Nvidia: Nvidia reported second quarter earnings that missed Wall Street expecta ons
for revenue and earnings per share. The disappoin ng report is in line with Nvidia’s
preliminary earnings reported two weeks ago. Nvidia said that the miss was because
of lower sales of its gaming products, which are primarily graphics cards for PCs which
are facing “challenging market conditions.

News and Notes:

$310,000 To Raise A Child In America?

How important is your housing decision when you have kids?
Median home price in America is $430,000. Housing is your biggest
expense (a er taxes) O en couples buy a home based upon two
incomes. What happens if you go to one?
You may also decide your home loca on based upon public schools
which could save you money.
You may also choose a state that has zero income tax. Texas, Florida,
Tennessee, and Nevada are hot spots.

 
What should you consider with your company benefits?

Health Insurance- If your family is healthy consider a high deduc ble
health insurance plan with an HSA (health savings account.
Flexible Spending Account- FSA Dependent Care you can put away up to
$5,000 pre-tax.
Life insurance- May be cheaper to buy through work.

 
Will more people think twice about having a child now (or a second one)?

100%. The past three years, the number of parents that say they aren’t
going to have children continues to go up.
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